Cerberus PRO Modular –
Detectors and peripherals, perfectly connected.

**Cerberus PRO Advanced detectors with AI&Analytics**
- Advanced fire detection for indoor and outdoor applications
- Intelligent auto-calibration and auto-tuning
- Single and multiple sensor capabilities
- Selectable T50 and T90 fire detector
- Available in low profile, high efficiency, and high sensitivity
- Sequential 3-stage self-diagnostics
- Advanced Analytics
- Enhanced detection with the industry’s only No False Alarm guarantee

**Cerberus PRO standard detectors**
- Environmentally friendly “green” detectors
- High-sensitivity alarm capabilities
- Advanced multi-criteria fire detector
- Available as a multi-criteria fire detector and/or a CO life safety detector
- Selectable as a multi-criteria fire detector and/or a CO life safety detector and rate-of-rise
- Environmentally friendly “green” detectors, as they are RoHS-compliant, meeting the environmental standards regarding the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment
- Selectable for indoor and outdoor applications
- For ionization detectors due to potential for deceptive phenomena and rate-of-rise.
- Provides intelligent algorithms to prevent false alarms
- Capable of detecting small fires quickly

**Remote Indicators**
- Reline detectors for short delay periods
- Reline and control panel wiring for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods

**Air dust burners**
- Reline detectors for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods

**Line modules**
- Reline detectors for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods
- Reline detect and control panel wiring for short delay periods

**Manual pull stations and accessories**
- Single action manual pull station
- Dual action manual pull station
- Single action metal manual pull station
- Dual action metal manual pull station
- Single action manual pull station

**Contact Siemens Tech support for compatible panels.**